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TURNING MARKETS LEAD TO INCREASED FOCUS ON LOAN PORTFOLIO
by Fund Manager Datta Khalsa
Over the first half of 2017, the Firmus Fund has seen continued growth and we are set to exceed historic
returns which have averaged over 13.2% to our investors during our first 4 years.
At present, our portfolio includes a 16-unit apartment complex in Phoenix, which we picked up last year
for $50,000 per door and are nearing completion renovating, for about $20,000 per door. Our most recent
Broker Price Opinion put its projected value at $110,000 per door, which presents a compelling case to sell
and reinvest the returns into a new income. The renovated units are on track to bring in a better than 9%
Cap rate return as a long-term hold, but the prospect of selling them for over $600,000 in profits is
tempting to say the least.
Our largest property that we picked up 2 years ago for $900,000 occupies a city block in Fresno, and is in
an extended escrow for $1.8 Million, while continuing to bring in a solid 10% cap rate with assorted
commercial carrier tenants in place. The Buyer, an experienced developer, has obtained their entitlements
for a mixed-use project and are reportedly just awaiting one additional grant from the air quality district. At
that point, they will start paying non-refundable installments of $5,000 per month for the next year until
Close of Escrow, set to occur one year after final contingency removal.
We also hold a 50% stake in 4 properties we acquired through tax lien sales in Texas and Pennsylvania
with a Joint Venture partner who actively oversees the acquisition and project management of these
holdings, which include 3 row houses in Pennsylvania. Two of these are still within their redemption
period and one is now undergoing renovation as we prepare it for the market.
Our largest tax lien property is an executive home in a suburb of Houston that we picked up for $90,000
and is projected to have finished market value of around $750,000 after an estimated $175,000 in
renovations. Our Joint Venture partner is actively working to get a senior lien cleared to maximize the
profitability of that project, after which we the renovation phase will begin in the next few months.
We are also exploring tax-lien purchases in Arkansas where a 7-day redemption period enables quicker
turnaround times for sales, with resultant higher annualized internal rates of return. If our representative
finds viable opportunities there, we plan to limit our first round of investment to a nominal amount for
$100,000 or less as we test that market.
The fund will be getting a nice bump in profits this month with the sale of the two townhouses we acquired
and renovated earlier this year in Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, which are both in escrow and
scheduled to close in about 2 weeks with combined proceeds of over $700,000 for the Fund, yielding
Internal Rates of Return of about 15%, which while lower than initial projections were still profitable.
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After multiple years of growth in the real estate market nationwide, we see less opportunities in the
current inventory and are starting to make a tactical shift to capture the proceeds from many of our real
estate holdings to reposition the funds into high-yielding notes secured by collateral that matches our
target investment profile, with the focus on commercial and multi-residential properties with strong
positive cash flow.
Over the course of the past several years, Firmus handled increasing amounts of successful loans of this
type that have been secured against commercial properties in Carlsbad, Capitola, Monterey and Pacific
Grove. In fact, we are in the process of obtaining a CFL (Commercial Finance Lender) license to enable
us to comply with the annual threshold limits allowed as we continue to build an expanded portfolio of
high-yielding notes and second trust deeds as a commercial niche lender, which we are starting to do with
increased frequency.
Last month we funded a $1.1 Million note secured by a 324-unit complex in Las Vegas with strong
positive cash flow with CLTV of 75% and are looking to fund a second loan to the same borrower for an
additional $800,000 secured by a 280-unit complex that he also holds in Las Vegas. Both loans will be
further cross-collateralized against a property he is purchasing in Pebble Beach with the help of the funds
we are lending him, once escrow closes on that property.
We are currently also considering several other interesting loan opportunities, including a short-term
$300,000 note that we have quoted at 14% against a portfolio that includes a Hotel and restaurant.
Another unique proposition we are reviewing is lending $100, 000 to an agricultural borrower in Central
Valley who has approached us to participate in a profit-sharing venture that would presumably secured
against his real estate holdings there.
We expect continued strong growth over the second half of the year for the fund. As always, we remain
vigilant to find the best opportunities available for Firmus and are always open to investor input on any
project you think might be a good match for our portfolio, which is currently at $4.2 Million and
continuing to grow.

Datta Khalsa is a licensed Real Estate Broker (Cal BRE#01161050) and a member of the management
team for Firmus Financial, LLC. He can be reached at (831)818-0181 or datta@mainstrealtors.com.

Firmus Financial, LLC is a small-pool investment fund that is regulated by the State of California per exemption with the
SEC and open to accredited investors in all 50 states. Any projections made herein, whether specific or implied are purely
speculative as past results are not indicative of future performance. Prospective investors are able to purchase shares by
signing a Subscription Agreement after reviewing the fund’s Operating Agreement and Private Placement Memorandum.
Interested parties are advised to consult a qualified financial advisor and/or tax professional before making any investment.

